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1. Introduction
Let Γ be an undirected graph, let V(Γ) denote the vertex set of Γ and let G be
a subgroup of aut(Γ). For x e F(Γ), we will denote by Γ
x
 the set of vertices
adjacent to x in Γ and by G^1] the pointwise stablizer of Γ
x
 in the stabilizer
G
x
. An «-path of Γ for any «>0 is an («+l)-tuple (xQ,Xι, ,x
n
) of vertices
such that xieΓXi_l for \<i<n and xi^xi_2 for 2<i<n. Let
for any subset {;c,jv ,z} of F(Γ). The graph Γ will be called thick if |ΓJ>3 for
all we F(Γ). An apartment of Γ is a connected subgraph Δ such that |ΔJ = 2 for
every u e K(Δ). When there is no danger of confusion, we will often use integers
to denote vertices of Γ.
A generalized w-gon (for n > 2) is a bipartite graph of diameter n and girth 2n. A
generalized «-gon Γ for n>3 is called Moufang if Gι*3..,
w
-ι acts transitively on
ΓM\{>z-l} for every (w-l)-path (1, •••,«) of Γ for some G<aut(Γ). In [6], Tits
showed that thick Moufang w-gons exist only for n — 3,4,6 and 8. If Γ is a
thick generalized «-gon and G<aut(Γ), then G^}n(/0 ...„= 1 for every w-path
(0, •••,«) of Γ. (This is a special case of [5,(4.1.1)]; see Theorem 2 of [8].) Thus,
the following (Theorem 1 of [8]) is a generalization of Tits' result:
Theorem 1.1. Let Γ be a thick connected graph, let G<aut(Γ) and let
n>3. Suppose that for each n-path (0,1, •••,«) of Γ,
(i) G[]\.>n-1 acts transitively on Γn\{n — 1} and
(ii) GiUnGo,.,^!.
Then n = 3,4,6 or 8.
We will say that a graph Γ is (G,«)-Moufang if it is thick, connected and Γ,
G and n fulfill conditions (i) and (ii) of (1.1). In this paper, we will be mainly
concerned with the case that Γ is a tree.
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In [1,(3.6)J, the following beautiful connection between trees and generalized
polygons was established:
Theorem 1.2. Let n>3. Suppose Γ is a tree and stf a family of apartments of
Γ such that
(i) every (n+\)-path ofΓ lies on a unique element of ^  and
(ii) if (Xo,'-,x2n) ana (x'o>'">x'2n) are two 1n-paths with x^x^for 0</<« but
x
n + 1^x'n+l each lying on an element of stf, then there is a third element
of $4 containing (x2^'" >χ
n
>χrn+^'"^2^
For vertices u and v of Γ, let u~v if there is an element of stf containing
them both and dist
r
(w, v) = 2n. Let % be the transitive closure of ~, let ύ be image
of a vertex u of Y in K(Γ)/ « and let Γ be the graph with vertex set V(Γ)/ «,
where two equivalency classes are adjacent in Γ whenever they contain elements
adjacent in Γ. Then Γ is a generalized n-gon and the natural map from K(Γ) to
F(Γ) / « induces a bijection from ΓM to Tύ for every u e K(Γ).
For the sake of completeness (and because [1,(3.6)] is phrased differently), we
include a proof of (1.2) in §6 below.
If Γ is a (G,«)-Moufang graph, we will denote by G° the subgroup of G generated
by the groups G^.]..,M_ι for all (n — 2)-paths (1, •,« — !) of Γ. (Thus, of course, Γ is
also (G°,«)-Moufang.)
Suppose now that Γ is a (G,«)-Moufang tree with G = G° containing a G-invariant
family of apartments fulfilling the conditions of (1.2). Let Γ be as in (1.2) and let
G denote the subgroup of aut(Γ) induced by G. Then by (1.2) and the action of
G, the graph Γ is a Moufang n-gon. Thus, Γ and G are known, for w = 8 by [7]
and for « = 4 and 6 by forthcoming work of Tits (see also [2] for partial results);
the case « = 3 is classical and can be found, for instance, in [3]. In particular,
the structure of the amalgam (G
x
, Gy Gxy) for an edge {x,y} is known since, for
every u e F(Γ), the stabilizer G
u
 acts faithfully on the set of vertices of Γ at distance
at most n — 1 from u and, by (1.2), the restriction of the natural map from F(Γ)
to F(Γ)/ « to this set is injective. Since G^GX *cxyGy and Γ is isomorphic to the
coset graph associated with this free amalgamated product (as defined in [4,(I.4.1)],
it follows that the pair (Γ,G) can be reconstructed from the pair (Γ,G).
DEFINITION 1.3. Let Γ be a (G,«)-Moufang tree. We will say that the pair
(Γ,G) has property (*) if there is a G°-invariant family of apartments of Γ fulfilling
conditions (1.2.i) and (1.2.ii).
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CONJECTURE 1.4. Suppose 'that Γ is a (G,«)-Moufang tree. Then the pair
(Γ,G) has property (*).
By the remarks of the previous paragraph, (1.4) would imply the classification of
(G,ft)-Moufang trees. In [12] and [13], (1.4) is proved for n = 6 and n = $. In
this paper, we will prove (1.4) for n = 3:
Theorem 1.5. IfΓ is a (G,3)-Moufang tree, then the pair (Γ,G) has property (*).
Note added in proof: The case n = 4 of (1.4) has been handled in [11]. By
(1.1), this completes the proof of (1.4).
In the course of proving (1.5), we will require the following result which is
perhaps of independent interest.
Theorem 1.6. Let Γ be a (G93)-Moufang graph. Let (1,2,3,4) be a 3-path of
Γ, let Ui = GW+i for ι=l,2 and 3 and let C/+=<t/1,t/2,t/3>. Let Uί2 = (Ul9U2y
and U23 = (U2,U3y. Let Δ be the graph with vertex set consisting of the sets of
right-cosets in U+ of ί/l5 C/12, U23 and U3 together with two other elements called L
and R and the following adjacencies'. L with R, L with every coset of C/12, a coset
of C712 with every coset of C/j contained in it, R with every coset of £/23, a coset of
C/23 vvzίA every coset of U3 contained in it and a coset of Uί with a coset of U3
whenever their intersection is non-empty. Then Δ is a Moufang 3-gon.
It will be clear that for given Γ, the graph Δ of (1.6) is isomorphic to the graph
Γ arising from (1.2) and (1.5); see the remarks at the end of §5 below.
The proof of (1.5) is heavily dependent on Tits' work on Moufang polygons. In
particular, the idea for (1.6) was suggested by some comments of J. Tits made
in his recent lectures on the classification of Moufang polygons at the College de
France.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. Much of this paper was written while the author was a
guest of the University of Gent.
2. Preliminary observations
A version of the following can be found in both [1] and [9].
Proposition 2.1. Let n>3 and suppose that Γ is a (G,n)-Moufang tree with
G = G° such that for each (n+l)-path (0, ••-,« + !) of Γ,
(i) there is a unique vertex in ΓM+1\{«} fixed by C?0 ...π + 1 and
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(ii) the only fixed points of G^1]nG0j...>M in Γ1(j" uΓn_ί are 0,1, •••,«—! and
n.
Then the pair (Γ,G) has property (*).
Proof. Let jtf be the family of apartments Δ in Γ such that Δ is fixed by
GO,...,M+ι f°
r
 every (/ι + l)-path (0, ,H + 1) contained in Δ. Condition (i) implies
then that st fulfills (1.2.i). To show that condition (ii) implies that d fulfills
(1.2.ii), we choose two elements Δ and Δ' of <$# containing 2«-paths (0, ,2«) and
(0', >(2«)') such that / = /' for 0</<«. Let Δ" be the unique element
of */ containing (2«, -,«,(« + !)') and let H=G™nGQt...tn. By (i), H=G™nGHt...t2n.
In particular, G fixes Δ''. Also H=Gl?]riG
n
>t...t(2ny9 again by (i). Thus ri,- ,(2ri)'
are the only fixed points of H in Γ(M + l ru uΓ ( 2 M_ ι r by (ii). This implies that
(/i',-,(2n)/) lies on Δ". q.e.d.
Let Γ be a (G,3)-Moufang tree. If Γ is not trivalent, then (1.5) implies that
condition (2.1.i) holds. This means that the family of G°-invariant apartments
fulfilling (1.2.i) is unique and, since G° is a normal subgroup of G, that this family
is, in fact, G-invariant. If Γ is trivalent, then there are exactly two
families of G°-invariant apartments fulfilling both (1.2.i) and (1.2.ii), one for each
of the two G°-orbits of "unordered 5-paths" in Γ: to each 5-path (0, ,5), we associate
the family of apartments Δ such that every 5-path lying on Δ is in the same G°-orbit
as either (0, ,5) or (5, ,0). These two families of apartments are not necessarily
G-invariant in the case that G^G°; see, for instance, [10].
3. The proof of (1.5): First part
Suppose that Γ is a (G,3)-Moufang graph. Let (0,1,2,3,4) be an arbitrary 4-path
in Γ and let Ui = Gl^+1 for 0</<3. If H is a group, H* will denote the set of
nontrivial elements of H.
Proposition 3.1. The following hold:
(i) [UhUi+Λ = \forQ<i<29
(ii) [Ui9Ui + 2]<Ui+ίfor 0</<1 and
(iii) [αι,03] φ 1 whenever aί e U* and a3 e U*.
Proof. We have [C/
ί
,l/
ί + 1]^C/ ίnC/ i + 1, so [!/„£/,+J = l by (l.l.ii) for
0</<2. This proves (i); (ii) is clear. Let a^Ui for /=! and 3. If [a
ί9a3'] = \9
then a3e(G[41])aι = G[x1] for x = 4aί. If a^l, then jc/4 by (l.l.ii), so a3eG^x=l9
also by (l.l.ii). q.e.d.
Proposition 3.2. The following hold:
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(i) If a
v
eU? and a2eU29 then there exists a unique element a3 in U3 such
that [«i,«3]=fl2-
Proof. Let a^Uf and a2eU2. Choose 5eΓ4\{3} and let jc = 4βf l. By
(l.l.ii), χ = 4Λ 2 f l ΓV4. Thus 5 f l Γ l and 5α2αΓleΓ
x
\{3}. By (l.l.i), therefore, there
exists <23eί/3 such that ^
ia
^ = ^
a
^\ Thus 5[αι'fl3] = 5α2. By (l.l.ii) and (3.1.ii),
it follows that [fl1,a3]flJ1e£/2n<?5 = l- Thus a2 = [al9a3]. If also a2 = [ai9b3']
with 63et/3, then [al9a3b^1~] = l by (3.1.i), so b$=a3 by (3.1.iii). This proves
(i). By (i) and (3.1.ii), [C/1?C/3] = U2. By a similar argument, [.U0,U2] = Uί.
q.e.d.
Proposition 3.3. UiU2 is abelian.
Proof. It follows by (3.1.i) and (3.2.ii) that U
ί
 and U2 are both abelian. The
claim follows by another application of (3.1.i). q.e.d.
The next two steps are derived from (1.4.1) and Lemma 9 of [6].
Proposition 3.4. The following hold:
(i) IfaeU*, then there exist unique elements vt(a)e Ut for 0</<3 such that
(0, - - ,4r<"> = (4, - - ,0) for μ(a) = av,(d)vQ(a)v,(d)v2(a\
(ii) If αet/3*, tnen there exist unique elements v^cήeUifor 0</<3 such that
(0, . .,4r(Λ) = (4, ,0) for μ(a) = avQ(a)v^(a]v2(a}v,(a}.
(iii) μ(a) = μ(v0(a))for all aεUf.
(iv) VQ regarded as a function from U* to U* is a bijection.
Proof. Let ae U*. By (l.l.i), there exist elements v0(a)e U0 and v3(a)e ί/3 such
that 3αϋ3(α) = 1 and l»3<«)«Ό<α)
 = 3ί τhus (1>2,3Γ
3(β)Mβ)
 = (3,2,1). By (l.l.i) again, there
exist elements v
ί
(ά)GU1 and v2(a)ε U2 such that θΛi;3(α)t;o(α)t;ι(α) = 4 and 4av*(φo(a)V2(a} = 0.
Also, [y1(a),v2(a}] = 1 by (3.1.i). Thus μ(a\ as defined in (i), reflects the 4-path
(0, ,4). Suppose μf(a) = av'3(a)v'0(a)v'ί(a)v'2(a) with z ^ et/f has the same property.
Since μ'(a) reflects (1,2,3), it follows that v'
ί
(a) = vi(a) for / = 0 and 3 by
(l.l.ii). Therefore, μ(aΓίμr(a) = vl(a)~ίv\(a)'V2(a)~ίv'2(a)e ί/ιί/2nG!o,-,4 li follows
by (l.l.ii) that v
v
(ά)~^v\(a)e ^064=! and Ό2(a)~lυ2(a)eG0rι U2-\. This proves
(i); (ii) follows by applying (i) to the path (4, •••,()).
If aet/3*, then
= av0(a)v3(a)v2(a)vί(a)
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= v0(a)v3(a)ev2(a)ev1(a)e,
where e = aμ(a)eU0; by (3.1), υ2(a)evί(a)eeU1U2. By the uniqueness of μ(/) for
given /e t/0*, it follows that μ(v0(a)) — μ(a\ This proves (iii).
We have 1™°<«> = 3 for all aeUf. By (l.l.i) and (1.1. ii), the maps from (70*
and £/3* to Γ2\{1,3} sending a0eU0 to 3Λ° and a3εU3 to I"3 are both
bijections. Assertion (iv) follows. q.e.d.
Proposition 3.5. The following hold:
(i) #Ta0,fl2] =Λ! w/fA a£ e Uffor 0 < i < 2, ίA^/i έiS(flo) =Λf 1 awrf [βj^K)] = ^ 2-
(ii) If[a^a^\ =a2 with ate Uffor 1 </<3, ίAe/ι a?(fl3) = a2 and\_v0(a3\a2]=ai.
Proof. Suppose \_a0ίa2]=aί with ^eC/,* for 0</<2. Then a$ao}eUl9 so
fl5( o) = flS(ao)M-o)-1 by (3βLi)β Thus flS(oo) = fl-oM«)6 for A = (Z;1(φ2(fl))^β>"1; by (3.1),
bzU
v
U2. Thus
= (a2 [a2,
= a2 [fl2,fl
and hence a^^^a^a^ \υ3(a)'] by (3.1) and (3.3). Since a^a^ε Uί9 a2[aϊ \v3(a}]
et/2and, by(l.l.ii), ^n t/2 = l, it follows that α5(βo) = αf 1 and [α1,z>3(β)]=α2. This
proves (i); (ii) follows by applying (i) to the path (4, ,0). q.e.d.
Now choose e3et/3* and let A = μ(e3)2. We have AeG0>... ί4.
Proposition 3.6. a^a^1 for every a
ί
EU
ί
.
Proof. Choose aleUf and let a2 = [aί,e3']. Then a2eU* by (3.1. iii) and
[^ 3)^ 2] = «ι by (3.5.ii), so fl^^^flΓ1 by (3.5.i). Thus fl5(β3) = fl1"1 by
(3.4.iii). Also aμ^3) = a2 by (3.5.ii). It follows that a\=a^. q.e.d.
Proposition 3.7. α^ — ^ 2" 1 /or every a2e U2.
Proof. Since U^U^ and [A,μ(e3)] = l, the claim follows from (3.6).
q.e.d.
Proposition 3.8. [A,C/3] = 1.
Proof. Choose a^eU? and a3eU3 and let a2 = [a^a3~\. Then [flϊ,Λ3]=Λ2.
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By (3.1.U), (3.6) and (3.7), we have [a^\a\-]=a2\ so [fll5αΛ3]=α2. Thus a^a\ = \
by (3.2.Ϊ). q.e.d.
Proposition 3.9. G0>...j4
 ac
^
s
 transitively on U* (by conjugation).
Proof. Let a^eUf and a2,a'2eU£. By (3.2.i), there exist ίz3,α'3et/3* such
that [a
ί
,a3']=a2 and lalίa'3]=a'2. By (3.5.ii), a^ = a2 and 0f'W2. Thus
05(α3)~lμ(α'3) = 0'2. The claim follows since μ(a3)~V(«3)eG0,...,4. q.e.d.
Proposition 3.10. Ifexp(U2)^2, then h has a unique fixed point in Γ4\{3}.
Proof. Suppose exp(t/2)^2 and let xeΓ4\{3}. By (3.9), the map from
U2 to itself which sends each element to its square is therefore onto. This
observation and (l.l.i) imply that there exists de U2 such that xh = xd2. By (3.7),
hd~ί=dh. It follows that h fixes xd. Thus h has at least one fixed point in
Γ4\{3}. By (3.9) and the assumption that exp(£/2)τ£2, the group U2 does not
contain any involutions; thus CU2(h)=ί by (3.7). Since U2 acts faithfully and
regularly on Γ4\{3} by (l.l.i) and (l.l.ii), it follows that h does not have more
than one fixed point in Γ4\{3}. q.e.d.
Proposition 3.11. 7/"exp( t/2) φ 2, then G0ί...j4 has a unique fixed point in Γ4\{3}.
Proof. If aeNG(U& then [a,h\ e CG(U^ for i = 2 and 3 by (3.7) and (3.8). By
(l.l.i), G0t...AnC<£Ua£GlL\ for i=2 and 3. This implies that [G0,...)4,A]<G[|1
nG4. By (l.l.ii), therefore, h is central in G0...A. The claim follows by
(3.10). q.e.d.
Let 5 be the unique fixed point of G0>...>4 in Γ4\{3}.
Proposition 3.12. If exp((/2)^2, then the only fixed points of G[2ί]nG2,3Aj5
in Γ3uΓ4 are 2,3,4 and 5.
Proof. By (l.l.i), the group U3 acts regularly Γ2\{3}; by (3.8), it follows that
h e G^11. By (l.l.i) and (l.l.ii), the group Ul acts faithfully and regularly on Γ3\{2}; by
(3.6), it follows that h has no fixed points in Γ3\{2,4}. The claim follows now
by (3.10). q.e.d.
Proposition 3.13. Suppose that exp(i/2)^2 and that Γ is a tree. Then the pair
(Γ,G) has property (*).
Proof. Since (0, ,4) is an arbitrary 4-path of Γ, it follows by (3.11) that for
each 4-path (x0> ,*4) of Γ> Gxo, ,*4 has a unique fixed point in ΓJC4\{x3}. By
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(l.l.i), for each xeF(Γ), the stabilizer G
x
 acts transitively on the set of 4-paths
(x0, '-,x4) with x0 = x. Since 2 is an arbitrary vertex of Γ, it follows by (3.12)
that for each 3-path (.x0, ,.x3) of Γ, the only fixed points of Gί^πG^ ...X3 in
Γ
x luΓX 2 are x0, xi9 x2 and x3. The claim follows, therefore, by (2.1).
q.e.d.
4. The proof of (1.6)
Now let Δ be as in (1.6) and let D = aut(Δ). Observe that Δ is bipartite, that the
shortest circuit through the edge {L,R} is of length six and that every vertex of
Δ is a distance at most three from both L and R. Thus, to prove that Δ is a
generalized 3-gon, it will suffice to show that D acts transitively on the edge set
of Δ. From the action of U+ on Δ by right multiplication, we see that DLR acts
transitively on both ΔL\{/?} and ΔR\{L}. If we can show that neither DL nor
DR lies in DLR, it will follow that Du acts transitively on ΔM for both u = L and
R and hence that, in fact, D acts transitively on the edge set of Δ.
By (3.1), we have U+ = U
ί
U2U3. Let κ = μ(e3\ where μ is as defined in (3.4)
and e3eU^. Since (0, ,4)κ = (4, ••-,()), we have £/? = U3,t for 0<ί<3. Let σ be
the function from F(Δ) to itself which fixes L, exchanges R and £/12 and sends
Ula2 to U23a*2,
U23a1 to U^a\,
U3a1a2 to U3a\a
K
2,
Ui2a3 to U12v0(a3)~κ and
U
ί
a2a3 to
for all a
ί
eUl9 a2eU2 and a3eU*. By (3.4.iv), σ restricted to the set of cosets
of U
ί2 different from t/12 itself is a permutation. For given α0eί/0*, the map
from t/2 to Uί which sends a2 to {aθ9a2"] is a bijection by (3.1). It follows that
σ is a permutation of F(Δ).
We show now that σe/λ Let a
ί
 e Ui9 a2,a'2 e U2 and a3 e C/3*. By (3.1), Ula2a3
and U ^ a^a'2 are adjacent vertices of Δ if and only if {_al9a^\=a2la'2. The images
of these two vertices under σ are adjacent if and only if [(fli^ofaa)"*]
= ίv0(a3),a2~]κa1, or equivalently, [v()(a3),a2ia'2] = ai. By (3.5), \Όo(a3\a^a'2~\
= (a2la'2Γfi(vo(a^ and [fl1,fl3]=a?(e3). By (3.4.iii) and (3.7), it follows that U^2a3
and U3a^a'2 are adjacent vertices if and only if their images under σ are. It is
easy to check that the same assertion holds for any other pair of vertices
of Δ. Thus, σeD and hence DL^DLR.
To show that DR^DLR, we argue similarly. First choose 5eΓ4\{3}. We
observe that the function μ introduced in (3.4) depends on the 4-path (0, ,4); we
rename it μ(0,....4) to emphasize this dependency and then set v = μ(5 ... 1}. Thus,
v(a) = aw4(a)wl(a)w2(a)w3(a) for aeUf and v(a) = awi(a)w4(a)w3(a)w2(ά) for aeU£
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with wja)€Ui for l< /<4 and (l, ,5)v(α) = (5, ,l) for each aeUfvUf, moreover,
by (3.4.iii), (3.4.iv), (3.5) and (3.6), the following hold:
Proposition 4.1. v(a) = v(w4(ά)) for all ae Uf.
Proposition 4.2. w4 regarded as a function from U* to U* is a bijection.
Proposition 4.3.L [fll503] = a3v(αι) for av e U? and a3 e U3.
Proposition 4.3.U. \ja29a4~] = a^aA) for a2e U2 and a4ε U*.
Proposition 4.4. av3
(a)2
 = a3
i
 for a3 E U3 and a ε Uf.
Now choose ei e U? and let λ = v(el). Then Uf=U5_t for 1 <i<4. We define
τ to be the function from K(Δ) to itself which fixes R, exchanges L and U23 and sends
U3a2 to Uί2a2,
U
ί2a3 to
U^a2a3 to
C/23«ι to
U3aίa2 to i/3^4^i)~;i[H'4(«i)^2]";i
for all a^eU*, a2eU2 and α 36C/ 3. By (4.2), τ restricted to the set of cosets of
C/23 different from U23 itself is a permutation. For given α4e f/^, the map from
U2 to C/3 which sends a2 to [a2,a^] is a bijection by (3.1). It follows that τ is
a permutation of F(Δ). Let a^eUf, a2,a'2eU2 and a3eU3. Then Uia2a3 and
U^a^di are adjacent vertices of Δ if and only if [0ι,tf3]=0J V2; by (4.3.i), this
holds if and only if a3
v(aί}
 = a2 V2. The images of these two vertices under τ are
adjacent if and only if [w4(aί),a2ia'2]=a3ί. By (4.3.ii), this holds if and only if
fl3=(flJ1Λ'2)v(W4(<Il)). By (4.1) and (4.4), it follows that Ula2a3 and U3aιa'2 are
adjacent vertices if and only if their images under τ are. It is easy to check that
the same assertion holds for any other pair of vertices of Δ. Thus τεD and
hence DR^DLR.
We conclude that D acts transitively on the edge set of Δ. It follows that Δ is
a generalized 3-gon and, from the action of U2 on Δ by right multiplication, that Δ is
Moufang. This completes the proof of (1.6).
5. The proof of (1.5) : Conclusion
We continue to assume that Γ is a (G,3)-Moufang graph. Let Δ be as in (1.6)
and let (0, ,5) and Ui for 0</<4 be as in the previous sections. By (1.6) and the
classification of Moufang 3-gons (see [3]), there exists an alternative division
ring F such that each [/, is isomorphic to the additive group of F; moreover,
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we can choose isomorphisms from F to U{ for l</<;3 so that;
Proposition 5.1. [*ι( s),JC3(f)] = x2(si)for all sJeF, where xt(v) denotes the image
ofveF in Utfor l</<3.
Recall that the elements e^eU* and e3eUf used to define κ = μ(e3) and
λ = v(e1) in the previous section were chosen arbitrarily; thus, we can assume now
that el=xί(l) and e3 = x3(l). (We do this just to avoid introducing new
letters.) From [_Xi(s\x3(\}]=x2(s) for seF, we obtain xί(s)κ = x2(s) by (3.5.ii). We
now label the elements of C/0 by setting x0(t) = x3(t)κ for each teF. Conjugating
equation (5.1) by K, we find that \x2(s)9x0(t)]=x2(styc = xl(st)κ2. By (3.6),
x^st)*2 = Xι(- st). Hence;
Proposition 5.2. [x0(s)9x2(t]]=xi(ts) for all s,tzF.
From [xι(l)9x3(t]]=x2(t) for t eF, we obtain x3(t)λ = x2(-t) by (4.3.i). We now
label the elements of C/4 by setting x4(s) = xί(s)λ for each s e F. Conjugating equation
(5.1) by A, we find that [x4(s)9x2(-t)']=x2(st)λ = x3(-st)λ2. By (4.4), x3(-st)λ2
= x3(sή. Hence;
Proposition 5.3. [x2(s)9x4(t]]=x3(ts) for all s,teF.
Proposition 5.4. Ut _ l Ut = 0^6$ for i = 2 and 3.
Proof. Let i = 2. For s,t e F with s ^ 0, we have Xι(s)x2(ί) = xώ)***'^ e i/?3(s~ l f )
by (5.1) and the fact that s(s~ίt) = t in an alternative division ring. Thus
x
ί
( s ) x 2 ( t ) e G [ 2 ] ] u for u=l*3(s~lt\ If weΓ2\{3}, then there exists aeU3 such that
G2^=Uι by (l.l.i) and t/Ϊ^^C/2 by (3.1.i). The claim follows. The case ί = 3
follows by a similar argument. q.e.d.
By (5.4), we have U
ί
U2<G2 and U2U3<G3.
Proposition 5.5. CG2( U1 U2) = U, U2 and CG3( U2 U3) =U2U3.
Proof. LetrfeC^C/!^). Then deNG2(Uj = Giti+1 for /= 1 and 2. By(l.l.i),
there then exists an element eeU
ί
U2 such that ύfe e G0 ... 4. By (3.3), ίfe e CG2(Uί U2).
Choose a
ί
eU* and α 3 eC/ 3 arbitrarily and let a2 = [a^a^~]. By (3.1.ii), a2eU2.
Conjugating by de, we find that fl2 = [βι>Λ3β] The element α^6 lies in U3 since
de<=G34; thus Λ$e = fl3 by (3.2.i). Hence [ίfe,t/3] = l. By (l.l.i), it follows that
deeG2
1]
ι similarly, deeG[ί] since [de,U2~\ = \. By (l.l.ii), we conclude that
&6(7[121nG4=l and therefore deU^. Thus CG2(U1U2)=UίU2; CG3(U2U3)
= U2 U3 follows by a similar argument. q.e.d.
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Let M2 = <C/o,C/3> and M3 = <(71,C/4>. For ί = 2 and 3, let Xi be the MΓorbit
containing the vertex /—2.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose exp(t/2) = 2. Then for i = 2 and 3, the vertex
i+2 lies in Xt and |ΛrίnΓJ = l for each weΓ r .
Proof. Let i = 2. By (l.l.ii), both O173 and 4U° contain a unique element in Γ
x
 for
each xeΓ2\{l,3}. It will thus suffice to show that {0}u4l/0 = {4}u0173. Choose
ti6Γ2\{l,3}. By (l.l.i) and (l.l.ii), there exist unique elements aeU0 and beU3
such that ua = 3 and ub=l. Choose zeΓM\{2}. By (l.l.i), there exists deG™
mapping 1 to 3 and then eeG^l mapping Orf to 4. Thus (2,l,0)c = (2,3,4) for
c = de. Since (2,w,z) and (1,2,3) are in the same G-orbit, we can apply (5.4) to
conclude that there is a vertex yeΓM\{2} such that ceG™. Since U2 and
G{
u
l} are conjugate in G,c2 = l. Thus (0, ,,4)c = (4, •••,()); from this, acbeG1nU3 = l
and hence ac — b follows. By a similar argument, there exists weΓ3\{2} and
/eGJIi such that (0,l,2,ιι,ϋK = (»,w,2,l,0). Then af = c, so b = ac = afaf=f(af)3 and
hence (α/)3 =/fe. Since a and/are involutions, we have (af)a = (af)~1 and therefore
(/&)« = (/6)-ι. By(3.3),[6/,C/3] = l. Thus, </ft> is normalized by <α,C/3>. Since
bfεG[3ί] and <Λ,C/3> acts transitively on Γ2, it follows that bfeG[xl] for all
xeΓ2. By (l.l.ii), it follows that b=f. Thus Qb = Qf = υ and therefore 4a = 4cbc = Qbc
= v. We conclude that (0}u4l/0 = {4}uOί73 as claimed. The case ι = 3 follows by
a similar argument. q.e.d.
Proposition 5.7. Suppose exp((/2) = 2. Then <Mί,Gί_2s...>ί+2>n (7£_^Ui= 1 /or
/=2 and 3.
Proof. Let ί = 2. Since GO,...,4 normalizes M2 and fixes 0, the group
<M2,G0,...,4> stabilizes X2. By (5.6), U^U2r^GX2<G^...A. By (l.l.ii), t/!C/2n
G0...4=l. The case / = 3 follows by a similar argument. q.e.d.
We are now in a position to conclude the proof of (1.5). By (3.13), we can
assume that exp(ί/2) = 2. Let H2 = (U09Ul9U2,U3y9 H3 = (Uί9U29U3,U4y, K2 =
<7/2,//3nG2> and K3 = (H3,H2nG3y. Since Γ is connected, (K2,K3y acts
transitively on the edge set of Γ and hence G° = (K2,K3y. The action of M, on
Ui-tUi is determined by (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) for ι = 2 and 3. By (5.5) and (5.7),
this determines H{ as a split extension of M{ by l/^C/j for i-2 and 3.
In particular, the action of 7/3nG2 on U^U2 is determined. For each
αe//3nG2, there exists by (l.l.i) an element de UΐU2U3 such that adeH3nGQt...A.
Thus <M2,//3nG2> and <M2,//3nG0>...>4> have the same action on ί/tί/2. By
(5.5) and (5.7), this determines the structure of K2. By a similar argument for K3,
it follows that the structure of the amalgam A
Γ
 = (K2,K3'9K2nK3) is uniquely
determined. In particular, there is an isomorphism from A
Γ
 to an amalgam
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AL = (ML,MR ML nM R ) sitting inside of (DL,DR DLR). If we now assume (for the
first time!) that Γ is a tree, then by [4,(I.4.1)], this isomorphism extends to an
isomorphism φ from G to the free amalgamated product M=ML*M^MRMR and
there is an isomorphism ψ from Γ to the coset graph Ω associated with A±
compatible with φ and the action of M on Ω by right multiplication. (Ω is the
graph with vertex set the union of the set of right cosets of ML and of MR in M,
where two of these cosets are adjacent in Ω whenever their intersection contains
a right coset of MLr\MR.) The natural map from M onto D° induces a map π
from Ω onto Δ which sends Ω
x
 bijectively to ΔM for u = xπ and for all xe F(Ω). Let
s/ be the family of apartments of Γ which are mapped by ψπ to 6-circuits of
Δ. Then si is G-invariant and fulfills conditions (1.2.i) and (1.2.ii); the graph Γ
described in (1.2) is (up to isomorphism) precisely Δ. The proof of (1.5) is now
complete.
It should be clear now that Γ ^ Δ also when exp(U2)^2. Here is a circuitous
way to see this. By (1.2.i) and (1.2.ii), the element μ(e3) as defined in (3.4) lies in
M2 = <C/o,C/3>. By (3.8), heZ(M2). By (3.6), 0 and 2 are the only fixed points
of h in iγ This implies that the conclusions of (5.6) hold. Thus Γ ^ Δ holds
exactly as in the case that exp(L/2) = 2.
6. The proof of (1.2)
Let Γ, <$# and n fulfill the hypotheses of (1.2). Let π denote the natural map
from V(T) to F(Γ).
Proposition 6.1. Suppose u&v. Let M0,w l 5 ,wm be a sequence of vertices of
Γ of minimal length m such that MO = M, um = v and w f ~ M i _ 1 for \<i<m. Let
di = distr(w0, ut) for \<i<m. Then di<d2< - <dm.
Proof. Suppose the conclusion is false. Then we can choose e>\ minimal
such that d
e+ι<de. Let (0, ,2«) be the 2«-path from Q = ue to 2n = ue_i and let
(O', ,(2tt)') be the 2«-path from W = u
e
 to (2«)' = w
e + 1. Then i=f for 0</<« since
d
e
-\<d
e
 and d
e+i<de. If w-f l^^+l) 7 as well, then ue_ί=ue+ι by (1.2.i). If
n +1 φ(n4-1)', then u
e
_^ ~u
e+ { by (1.2.ii). Both conclusions contradict the
minimality of m. q.e.d.
Proposition 6.2. Let u and v be distinct and let m = dist
r
(w,y). If u&v,
then m>2n and m is even.
Proof. If u~v, then m = 2n. The first claim follows by (6.1) and the second
by induction. q.e.d.
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Proposition 6.3. π induces a bijection from Γ
u
 to T^for each we V(Y).
Proof. By (6.2), no two neighbors of a given vertex of Γ are equivalent. It
thus suffices to show that if u ~ υ, then to each neighbor of u there exists an equivalent
neighbor of υ. Let u~v and choose weΓM. Let Δ be the element of $4 which
contains u and υ and let (— l,0, ,2n,2n-f 1) be the (2«-h2)-path on Δ with O = M
to 2n — υ. Then — 1~2« — 1 and 1~2« + 1, so we can assume that wφV(Δ). By
(1.2.i), there exists a 2«-path (O', ,(2fl)') lying on an element of j?/ such that O' = w,
(/ι + l)' = n and (n + 2)'^n + l. Again by (1.2.i), there exists a 2«-path (0", ,(2fl)")
lying on an element of st such that Γ = 2n and (fi + 2)" = (/ι + 2)'. By (1.2.ii),
(2ri)' = (2ή)". Let z = 0". Then zeΓ y and w~(2rc)' = (2«)"~z, so wπz. q.e.d.
Proposition 6.4. 77ze girth of Γ w 2w and Γ w bipartite.
Proof. The image in Γ of a 2«-path of Γ which lies on an element of st is
a circuit of Γ, so the girth of Γ is less than or equal to 2n. Let (x&x^ ,*^ be
an w-path of Γ such that ^o^^m and m>Q. By (6.3), there exists an ra-path
(0, ,w) of Γ such that e = x
e
 for 0<e<m. Then O^m since xQ = χm. Thus m>2n
and m is even by (6.2). q.e.d.
Proposition 6.5. The diameter of Γ is n.
Proof. Letp and q be two vertices of Γ. Choose u and υ e F(Γ) such that M =/?,
v — q and m = dist
r
(w,y) is minimal. Let (0, ,w) be the m-path in Γ with 0 =
u and m = v. If m>n, then by (1.2.i), there exists a 2«-path (OV ,(2«)') lying
on an element of si such that O' = ra and (w + l)' = w — « — 1. Then dist
r
(w,(2«)')
<dist
r
(w,y) and v = W~ (In)'. This contradicts the choice of u and v. q.e.d.
With (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5), the proof of (1.2) is complete.
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